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Abstract
Basic concepts of classical dynamics are analysed in the simple mathematical setting of state transition systems, where both time
and space are discrete, and no structure is assumed on the state space besides a binary transition relation. This framework proves useful
to the dynamical analysis of computations and biomolecular processes. Here a relational formulation of this framework is presented,
where the concepts of attractor and recurrence surface in two variants, respectively relating to the two fundamental modalities. A
strong link between recurrence and both existence and extent of attractors, in either variant, is established by a novel characterization
theorem. Further concepts are easily casted in the relational language, such as product dynamics and projections thereof, which
support analysis and reasoning about metabolic P systems. An outline of possible applications and future developments of this work
concludes the article.
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1. Introduction
Analyses of dynamical systems represent the main application of mathematical sciences to the study of natural
phenomena. Three constituents are essential in a dynamical system: space, collecting all the possible states of the
system; time, collecting the different instants at which the system is considered; and dynamics, which associates, to
each instant, the system state at that instant. The various kinds of dynamical systems are essentially determined by the
structure of the space, by the nature of the time, and the way dynamics is characterized [7,13].
The classical approach to study dynamical systems is focused on differential equations, that impose local (infinitesi-
mal) relations on quantity variations, from which, under suitable hypotheses, one can analytically reconstruct the global
dynamical behaviour of the system. Recent developments of discrete models to analyse biological processes motivate
the revisitation of typical concepts of classical dynamics in a completely discrete context. A couple of discrete models
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already applied with remarkable success are cellular automata [25], having the Lindenmayer systems as a special
case, and Kauffman networks [10]. In these systems, viewed as dynamical systems, typical properties that are relevant
in computation models, such as termination, confluence, and reducibility, are replaced by other properties, which
share nontermination as their outstanding prominent feature: periodicity, recurrence, emergence, propagation, stability,
evolution. Indeed, the dynamics of biological adaptive systems may be viewed as a computation where the “result”,
which a system searches for, is not a state but a stable pattern, that is an attractor which fulfils certain desirable conditions.
Dynamics of discrete systems, besides being instrumental to their direct algorithmic simulation, often prove most
natural in the representation of biomolecular dynamics, where the symbolic entities which come into play are easily
amenable to strings or closely related structures, or to dynamical networks [6]. The book [1] is a fundamental pioneering
work where state transition graphs, called kinetic graphs, are introduced in the context of dynamical concepts. However,
despite its strong biological relevance, the book does not cope with the mathematical aspects of its conceptual apparatus.
Most interesting results on dynamical indicators have been identified in [25], that discriminate classes of behaviour
which appear to be different, but with no formal definition of the specific characteristics of a given behaviour. Important
experimental results in this perspective may be found in [10,26].
In [13], we addressed the problem of considering, in general terms, dynamical systems that are completely discrete
in that, not only the instants are natural or integer numbers, but also the space is a discrete entity. We introduced state
transition dynamics, and we showed a few applications to computational and biomolecular dynamics. We argued that
string manipulation systems from formal language theory may be naturally expressed as string transition systems. In
this perspective, notable concepts from grammars and automata theory take up a purely dynamic character; for instance,
the language generated by a grammar is an attractor in the computation dynamics. Concepts of periodicity and quasi-
periodicity of state transition dynamics were applied to P systems with boundary rules and dynamical environment
(PBE systems) [5], and to metabolic P systems [14]. P systems are formalisms based on distributed rewriting rules
[18,19] simulating the space distributed action of different agents that rule system global patterns such as oscillations
and synchronization phenomena [15].
In [23] we casted the conceptual framework developed in [13] in purely relational terms. The generality of this
formulation seems apt to present definitions of typically discrete dynamical concepts at a convenient abstraction level,
which supports reasoning and insight. There, we actually moved beyond the first results presented in [13], to build a
(fairly complex) full proof of a characterization of deep connections between both existence and extent of recurrence
and attractors in discrete dynamics, that were only conjectured in [13]. In the present paper, which extends [23], we
further develop that framework to cast the concepts of product dynamics and projections in the relational language,
and we argue their use in the context of metabolic P systems, to support analysis and reasoning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we recast basic concepts and definitions relating to
state transition dynamics, as proposed in [13], in terms of relation algebra concepts [24]. Some of these are recalled
in Section 2, where we introduce useful notation. In Section 4 a characterization theorem is achieved which links
recurrence, eternal recurrence and attractors. Product dynamics and projections are dealt with in Section 5, while their
use in metabolic P systems is argued in Section 6. Possible applications and future developments of this work are
outlined in Section 7, which concludes the paper.
2. Notational preliminaries
Let us designate the universal and identity binary relations on an arbitrary set S, with 1S and 1′S , respectively. We
shall omit the subscript whenever it is clear from the context. Let q, r be binary relations on S. Boolean difference is
defined by q\r = q·r−1, with standard notation for the Boolean product and complement operations, while 0 denotes
the empty binary relation in any relation algebra. The standard Boolean ordering ≤ is defined in any relation algebra
just like in its Boolean algebra reduct. This reduct is actually a complete Boolean algebra, hence the binary Boolean
sum operation is extended to summation over arbitrary sets of binary relations.
Let r˘denote the relation-algebraic converse of r . Consistently, we let f ˘denote the inverse of an invertible function
f , as well as the inverse image relation of any function f . The binary relation q ; r is the relation-algebraic composition
of binary relations q and r . That is, x (q ; r) y if and only if there exists an element z (in S) such that both x q z and z r y.
If qi denotes the i-fold iterated composition of q with itself, then the reflexive-transitive closure of q, the transitive
closure of q, and the at least n-fold iterated composition of q with itself, are respectively defined as follows:
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q∗ =∑i∈N qi,
q+ =∑i>0 qi,
q≥n =∑i≥n qi .
One may note that q∗= q≥0 and q+= q≥1.
We recall here that a monotype binary relation x is a subrelation of the identity: x≤ 1′S , for more details see [2]. The
domain and the image of a binary relation q may be expressed as monotypes, respectively defined by the equations:
dom q = 1′·(q ; 1), and img q = 1′·(1 ; q). A few higher-order binary relations on monotypes will prove useful.
The introduction of higher-order relations takes us somewhat beyond the borders of relation algebra proper, but it
enables working within a homogeneous, albeit two-level, relational framework, which is more appealing to our present
intuition. It would also be possible to take a heterogeneous approach, and thereby to exploit symmetric quotient
constructions and, for the most novel subjects dealt with in this paper later on, pairing and projection functions, in
order to obtain most, if not all, of the presented results by purely equational means. This might well be the subject of
another paper. For the time being we point out that methods for the generation of executable relational specifications
out of higher-order descriptions are well-known, and endowed with tool support, see e.g. [3]. In the rest of this paper
we shall not further worry too much about this issue. So, here is the small blend of higher-order concepts used in this
paper.
First, if q is a binary relation and x, y are monotypes on S, then we define
x ≤(n)q y iff img(x ; q≥n) ≤ y.
Then we define when a monotype is eventually below another one, under the iterated composition with a binary relation
q, by a simple summation in the higher-order relation algebra on such monotypes, as follows:
≤q =
∑
n∈N
≤(n)q .
Two useful operations will allow us to lift binary relations to (atomic) monotypes of a higher-order relation algebra
and, conversely, to flatten higher-order monotypes to lower-order binary relations. These operations are respectively
defined as follows.
If r ≤ 1S , then ↑r is the higher-order one-element monotype generated by r , that is ↑r ≤ 1′2S×S and it is defined by
p ↑r q ⇔ p = q = r.
Clearly, the binary relation ↑r on 2S×S has only one element, that is (r, r).
If x ≤ 1′2S×S , that is x is a higher-order monotype, then ↓x is the lower-order binary relation, ↓x ≤ 1S , defined by
↓x =
∑
rxr
r.
At times we shall need to refer to individual elements of binary relations in terms of relation algebra. We shall do
so by letting them be represented by the singleton monotypes they generate, which are atoms of the relation algebra.
Atomicity may be formalized equationally in relation algebra, by requiring that the monotype be nonempty and with
at most one element, so we get three factors to this purpose, where the equation 1 ; x ; 1 = 1 specifies nonemptiness
(by Tarski rule, cf. [22]), whereas the equation x ; 1 ; x = x enforces atomicity: x is an atomic monotype if
x ≤1′, 1 ; x ; 1 = 1, and x ; 1 ; x = x.
If x is a monotype, the notation x≤ y means that x is atomic and x ≤ y.
3. State transition dynamics in relational terms
Definition 1. A state transition dynamics is a pair 〈S, q〉, where S is a set of states and q is a binary relation on S, the
transition relation on states.
As in [13], we call quasistate any subset of S, and often we shall actually be concerned with subsets rather than
elements of S. For this reason, we shall refer to quasistates as states, whereas the lengthier term individual state will
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refer to elements of S. In terms of binary relations, states may be represented by monotypes in the relation algebra
over S; in this respect, we adopt the notational convention of letting lowercase letters a, b, r , s, x, y, z, possibly with
subscripts, denote monotypes that represent subsets of S, and we shall often confuse such monotypes with the subsets
they represent. We may thus say that the notation x≤ a means that “x is an individual state within state a”, rather than
the more accurate “x represents an individual state within the state represented by a”.
A state transition dynamics is eternal if the transition relation q is total. This condition is easily expressed in the
language of relation algebra by the equation dom q = 1′S . This condition is not met iff there is some final state in
S, viz. there is a nonzero monotype x such that x ; q = 0. Every final state may be easily turned into a nonfinal one
by suitably extending the transition relation; thus, for example, one can extend every dynamics to become an eternal
one by turning each final state into a fixed point of the transition relation, also called q-dynamics, according to the
following definition.
Definition 2. An individual state x is a fixed point of the q-dynamics if it turns out that img(x ; q)=x.
The previous definition actually applies to any state as well, not just to individual ones. We shall henceforth consider
eternal dynamics only. This is not meant to say that termination questions are of little relevance to modeling; rather,
it just means that termination may be taken care of within an eternal framework by appropriate qualification of fixed
points, or of even more general periodicity conditions. In practice it is often useful not only to deal with termination
but also to distinguish different kinds thereof, for example successful termination vs. deadlock. It seems appropriate to
deal with such matters when modeling specific classes of systems rather than at the present, basic level of abstraction.
With reference to an eternal q-dynamics, the following definitions prove straightforward.
Definition 3. An orbit is an infinite sequence of states (xi | i ∈ N) such that xi+1 = img(xi ; q). State x0 is the
origin of the orbit.
Definition 4 (Periodicity, eventual periodicity). An orbit (xi | i ∈ N) is periodic if ∃n>0 : xn = x0, i.e. img(x0 ; qn)
= x0. An orbit is eventually periodic if, for some k≥0, it evolves into a periodic one after a k-step transient,
that is, if ∃n>0: img(x0 ; qk+n) = img(x0 ; qk).
Definition 5 (Orbits’ inclusion, eventual inclusion). An orbit (xi | i ∈ N) is included in the orbit (yi | i ∈ N) if
xi≤yi ∀ i ∈ N. An orbit (xi | i ∈ N) is eventually included in the orbit (yi | i ∈ N) if, for some j ∈ N, xi≤yi holds
∀ i≥j .
We may also use this terminology for any infinite sequences of states, rather than just for orbits. So, for example, we
may say that orbit (xi | i ∈ N) is eventually included in aω = (ai | i ∈ N), with ai = a for all i∈N, without thereby
implying a = img(a ; q).
Definition 6. A basin b is a nonempty state, b /= 0, that is closed under q, that is img(b ; q)≤ b.
In the terminology of [22], basins are nonempty states that are “contracted” by the q-dynamics. The higher-order
binary relations defined in Section 2, as well as the lifting and flattening operations, find their first application in the
following formalization of the two notions of attracting set introduced in [13].
Definition 7 (Attracting sets). Let a and b be a nonempty state and a basin, respectively, such that a≤b.
(i) a is an unavoidable attracting set of b if b≤↓dom( ≤q ; ↑a).
(ii) a is a potential attracting set of b if b≤dom(q∗ ; ↓dom( ≤q ; ↑a)).
The previous definition deserves a few explanations.
An unavoidable attracting set a of basin b is characterized by the property that every orbit taking its origin inside
b is eventually included in aω. For a correct formalization of this property, one must take into account that
• the higher-order eventually below relation ≤q on monotypes fits nicely, but it lives in the higher-order relation
algebra on the 2S×S universe, whence the lifting of the a monotype proves necessary to composition with ≤q ;
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• it would not be correct to require b ≤q a, since orbits starting at different origins inside b may have transients of
different length, before getting included in aω, and the cardinality of b may well be infinite, hence the set of the
transients’ lengths may well be unbounded.
The following couple of facts may further elucidate the matter.
Proposition 8. The definitions of ≤q and of the lifting operation entail
↑r≤dom( ≤q ; ↑a) ⇔ r ≤q a.
Proposition 9. Proposition 8 and the definition of the flattening operation entail
↓dom( ≤q ; ↑a) =
∑
r ≤qa
r.
This should be sufficient to see the correctness of the formalization of the concept of unavoidable attracting set.
Unlike this, a potential attracting set may be infinitely often escaped from by orbits starting inside the basin; however,
it can never be definitely escaped from, since it is always reachable (in a finite number of steps) from every individual
state in the basin, and this is closed under q transitions. It should not be difficult to recognize such a “persistent
q∗-reachability of unavoidable eventual inclusion” character in the formalization proposed in Definition 7(ii), where
the composition with q∗ makes the essential difference with the preceding definition of unavoidable attracting set.
The two notions of attracting set may be expressed as binary relations on monotypes, in the relation algebra on 2S×S ,
where they are designated by -attracts, ♦-attracts. That is, given a q-dynamics on S, for any monotypes a, b in
the relation algebra on S we define:
• a-attracts b if a is an unavoidable attracting set of b;
• a ♦-attracts b if b is a basin and a is a potential attracting set of b.
For a given basin, the search for minimal attracting sets is supported by the following definition, which has to do
with removability of states from an attracting set while preserving its attractiveness, in either form.
Definition 10 (Removable states). Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics.
(i) xb-removable from a (read: x is “must-removable” from a w.r.t. b) if
x≤a, a-attracts b and a\x-attracts b ;
(ii) x ♦b-removable from a (read: x is “may-removable” from a w.r.t. b) if
x≤a, a ♦-attracts b and a\x ♦-attracts b.
Minimal attracting sets are called attractors. This is formalized as follows.
Definition 11 (Attractors). Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics.
(i) An unavoidable attractor of b is an unavoidable attracting set a of b that is minimal in the standard Boolean
ordering, viz. no nonempty subset of a is must-removable from a w.r.t. b:
a-attractor of b if a-attracts b and xb-removable from a ⇒ x = 0.
(ii) A potential attractor of b is a potential attracting set a of b that is minimal in the standard Boolean ordering,
viz. no nonempty subset of a is may-removable from a w.r.t. b:
a ♦-attractor of b if a ♦-attracts b and x ♦b-removable from a ⇒ x = 0.
When we write “attractor” or “attracting set” without qualification, then “potential” is implicitly understood.
We recall a few useful facts from [13], while recasting them in our present notation. Those collected in Proposition 12
below easily follow from the definitions, whereas Proposition 13, which is proven in [13], offers a first characterization
of either form of removability of individual states from attracting sets (of corresponding form, of course).
Proposition 12. Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics.
(i) b-attracts b.
(ii) a-attracts b ⇒ a ♦-attracts b.
(iii) a-attracts b ∧ a ≤ a′ ≤ b ⇒ a′-attracts b.
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(iv) a ♦-attracts b ∧ a ≤ a′ ≤ b ⇒ a′ ♦-attracts b.
(v) xb-removable from a ⇒ x ♦b-removable from a.
(vi) An attractor of b is unique, if it exists. We then speak of the attractor a♦ of b, whereas the notation a♦ = 0
means that b has no attractor.
(vii) An unavoidable attractor of b is unique, if it exists. We then speak of the unavoidable attractor a of b, whereas
the notation a = 0 means that b has no unavoidable attractor.
(viii) The (unavoidable) attractor of b is also the (unavoidable) attractor of any x ≤ b that is a basin and is above
the (unavoidable) attractor of b in the standard Boolean ordering. In particular, every (unavoidable) attractor
is also its own (unavoidable) attractor.
Proposition 13. Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics.
(i) If a ♦-attracts b and y≤ a, then y ♦b-removable from a iff
y≤ img(x ; q∗ ; q∗−1) for all x≤ b.
(ii) If a-attracts b and y≤ a, then yb-removable from a iff for no x≤ b does y occur infinitely often in the
x-orbit.
Recurrence is defined in [13] for individual states in a given basin. Individual states may be represented as atomic
monotypes in the relation algebra on the state set S. Two modal shapes of recurrence are defined: recurrence as
occurrence of an individual state in its own orbit, and eternal recurrence as occurrence of an individual state in all
orbits of individual states that fall in the orbit of the given individual state. This is formalized as follows.
Definition 14 (Recurrence). Let x be an individual state in the q-dynamics.
(i) x is recurrent if x≤ img(x ; q+).
(ii) x is eternally recurrent if x ; q∗ ≤ x ; q˘∗.
We write x ♦-rec b to mean that b is a basin where x is recurrent, while x-rec b means that x is eternally recurrent
in basin b, with x≤ b in both cases. Henceforth, with reference to a fixed basin b, r♦ denotes the monotype of recurrent
states in b, while r denotes the monotype of eternally recurrent states in b, that is we have the following concepts.
Definition 15 (Recurrence sets). Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics, then with respect to b, r♦ and r are defined by
the following equations:
r♦ =
∑
x ♦-rec b
x, r =
∑
x -rec b
x.
The following facts easily follow from the definitions.
Proposition 16. Let b be a basin in the q-dynamics.
(i) Every eternally recurrent state is recurrent, thus r ≤ r♦ .
(ii) The set of eternally recurrent states is closed under transitions, i.e. it is either a basin or empty, and in both
cases img(r ; q) ≤ r , whence img(r ; q∗) = r .
4. A characterization of recurrence and attractors
A first link between recurrence and attractors surfaces as a cross-connection between eternal recurrence and ♦-
nonremovability of individual states. We speak of a cross-connection because of the difference in the modalities
involved; this turns out to be a recurrent phenomenon in this section.
Proposition 13(i) and Definition 14(ii) entail that an individual state is ♦-nonremovable from any attracting set
of a basin b, hence from b itself (cf. Proposition 12(i),(ii)) iff it is eternally recurrent. Thus, r is the monotype of
♦-nonremovable individual states in b. One may formalize this, for a fixed basin b, by letting
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♦-removable =
∑
y ♦b-removable from b
y
in the following equation.
Proposition 17. For any basin b in the q-dynamics, r = b \♦-removable.
A modal dual of Proposition 17 does not hold in the general case, but only under certain assumptions. In order to
state them precisely, a few concepts are needed, that are phrased in celestial terminology as in [13].
Definition 18 (Trajectory, flight, antiflight, blackhole). Let x represent an individual state in the q-dynamics on the
state space S.
(i) A trajectory of origin x, briefly an x-trajectory, is a function ξ :N→1′S such that, with subscript argument,
ξ0 = x and ξn+1≤ img(ξn ; q). ξN denotes the image of this function.
(ii) A flight of origin x, or x-flight, is an injective x-trajectory.
(iii) An antiflight of target x, or x-antiflight, in the q-dynamics is an x-flight in the converse q˘-dynamics.
(iv) A flight ξ is antiflight-free if no individual state in ξN is the target of an antiflight.
(v) An x-flight ξ is an x-blackhole if img(x ; q∗) ≤ ξN.
So, in summary: a trajectory develops through an infinite sequence of transitions between individual states; a flight
is a trajectory where every individual state occurs at most once; an antiflight is a backward flight; an antiflight-free
flight has no backward flight starting at any of its individual states; and a blackhole is a flight that is closed under
transitions.
In absence of flights and antiflights, a modal dual of Prop. 17 holds, where the dual of r actually is img(r♦ ; q∗). This
is duality proper, thanks to Proposition 16(ii). Flights and antiflights introduce further possibilities of-nonremovability,
in agreement with the next proposition. For a fixed basin b, let
-removable =
∑
y b-removable from b
y.
We then have the following situation.
Proposition 19. For any basin b in the q-dynamics:
(i) img(r♦ ; q∗) ≤ b \-removable,
(ii) img(r♦ ; q∗) = b \-removable, if the basin has neither flights nor antiflights.
Flights affect not only the aforementioned duality but also the existence of attractors, of either kind. As shown in
[13], in the presence of certain kinds of flights in a basin, it may happen that a♦ = 0 while a /=0, as well as that a♦ /=0
while a = 0.
The examples presented in [13] reveal that the presence of a flight in the basin may, but need not, hamper the validity
of either or both of the dual equations a♦ = r and a = img(r♦ ; q∗). Purpose of the rest of this section is to establish
necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of each of these equations, thereby characterizing both the existence
and the extent of attractors of either kind. The following definitions prove purposeful.
Definition 20 (Recurrent flights). Let b be a basin and ξ be a flight in b, with the q-dynamics.
(i) ξ is recurrent in b if ξn≤ img(r♦ ; q∗) for some n∈N.
(ii) ξ is eternally recurrent in b if ξN ≤ img(r ; q˘∗).
Definition 21 (Finitary dynamics). The q-dynamics is finitary if the q relation is image-finite on individual states, i.e.
img (x ; q) represents a finite state whenever x represents an individual state.
A few preliminary lemmas will shorten part of the proof of the subsequent theorem. The first one relates to existence
of nonrecurrent flights in a basin.
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Lemma 22 (Existence of nonrecurrent flights). Let b be a basin in a finitary q-dynamics. If there exists x≤ b such that
for no n∈N img(x ; q≥n)≤ img(r♦ ; q∗), then there is a nonrecurrent x-flight in b.
Proof. Let us arrange the x-orbit in a tree, with the root labelled by x and where the children of node labelled by
individual state y are labelled by the individual states in img(y ; q). In this tree, which is finitely branching since the
q-dynamics is finitary, if a node is labelled by some individual state in b\img(r♦ ; q∗), then so are all nodes in the path
leading from the root to that node—otherwise one would get a nonempty intersection of disjoint monotypes, which is
clearly absurd.
Now, let us prune the tree by removing those nodes that are labelled by individual states in img(r♦ ; q∗), so all
remaining nodes are labelled by individual states in b\img(r♦ ; q∗). It is fairly immediate to see that the hypothesis
on x entails that the pruned tree is infinite, but since it is the outcome of pruning a finitely branching tree, it is finitely
branching as well, therefore it must have an infinite path, by König’s Lemma [21]. Since all nodes in this path are
labelled by states in b\img(r♦ ; q∗), none of these is recurrent, hence each of them occurs only once in the path, thus
the path corresponds to an x-flight in b, indeed a nonrecurrent one, since no state in the path may ever be found in
img(r♦ ; q∗). 
Remark 23. The hypothesis that the q-dynamics is finitary is fairly essential. This is apparent in the use of König’s
Lemma in the proof, and is further corroborated by the following counterexample to validity of the statement in a case
where that hypothesis does not hold.
Let the q-dynamics consist of antiflight ξ , with ξ0 the only fixed point in basin b, and an additional individual state
x≤ b with img(x ; q) = ξN. Clearly, this dynamics is not finitary. However, state x does fulfil the condition required
by Lemma 22, since the x-orbit is eventually periodic, with transient x and period ξN, whereas r♦ = img(r♦ ; q∗) = ξ0.
Nonetheless, there’s no x-flight in b, a fortiori no nonrecurrent x-flight.
The next lemma provides a sufficient condition for nonexistence of the unavoidable attractor.
Lemma 24 (Nonexistence of the unavoidable attractor). For any basin b in the q-dynamics, a = 0 if
(i) the converse q -˘dynamics is finitary, and
(ii) there is a nonrecurrent antiflight-free flight in b, under the q-dynamics.
Proof. Let ξ be a nonrecurrent antiflight-free flight in b. We claim that for no individual state x≤ b may ξ0 occur
infinitely often in the x-orbit. This will entail ξ0b-removable from b by Proposition 13(ii), and much the same
for any individual state ξn in ξN, since the ξn-flight in ξ meets the same conditions stated above for the ξ0-flight. Then
it will follow that ξN ≤-removable, but no infinite subset of ξN is -removable from the basin b, whence a = 0.
Here is the proof of the claim.
First, if ξ0 occurs in the x-orbit, then x is not recurrent, indeed not even x≤ img(r♦ ; q∗), by nonrecurrence of the
ξ0-flight.
Second, hypothesis (i) entails that img(ξ0 ; q˘n) is finite for all n>0, hence these images may be displayed in a
finitely branching tree, with the root labelled by ξ0, where the children of node labelled by individual state y are
labelled by the individual states in img(y ; q )˘.
Again, by the nonrecurrence of the ξ0-flight, one observes that no individual state may occur more than once as a
node label in any given path from the root in the aforementioned tree.
Now, by contradiction, assume ξ0 occurs infinitely often in the x-orbit, then the set of lengths of paths from the
root in the tree is unbounded, hence the set of individual states that label the nodes of the aforementioned tree must be
infinite, by the previous observation. Thus, the tree itself must have an infinite number of nodes, hence it has an infinite
path from the root, by König’s Lemma.
It follows that ξ0 is the target of an antiflight, again by the previous observation now relating to the infinite path,
but this outcome is against the hypothesis that ξ is antiflight-free. 
Our final lemma provides a sufficient condition for the existence of flights in the basin of any q-dynamics. It tells
something more, viz. in the absence of eternal recurrence, flights start everywhere in the basin.
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Lemma 25 (Flights in absence of eternal recurrence). If b is a basin in the q-dynamics with no eternally recurrent
states, then every x≤ b is the origin of a flight.
Proof. Since no state is eternally recurrent, by Definition 14(ii) one gets immediately nonemptiness of
img(x ; q+) \ img(x ; q˘∗) for every x≤ b. Furthermore, one may always find an individual state x′ in this set such that
there exists a finite sequence of n+2 individual states (ξi | 0≤ i≤n + 1), for some n≥0, that satisfies the following
requirements:
(1) ξ0 = x, ξn+1 = x′, ξ i+1≤ img(ξ i ; q), for 0≤ i≤n ;
(2) ξ i≤ img(x ; q˘∗), for 0<i≤n ;
(3) ξ i =ξj ⇔ i=j , for 0≤ i, j ≤n+1.
Satisfiability of the third requirement comes from the simple observation that, if there is a path that links a given
pair of distinct source and target nodes, through a set of nodes in a directed graph, then there is a cycle-free path which
links the given pair through the same set of nodes.
The construction of an x-flight takes place by iterating the procedure specified above to x′, then to x′′, and so on.
More precisely, the mapping ξ :N→img(x ; q∗) is defined as follows. Let x0 = x, xk+1 = xk ′, nk the (possibly 0) number
of intermediate states in the chosen finite sequence (xkj | 0≤j ≤nk+1) linking the source state xk = xk0 to the target
state xknk+1 = xk+1. By convening that summation is 0-valued when the upper bound index is negative, we define for all
k∈N, 0≤j ≤nk:
ξ : j + k +
k−1∑
h=0
nh → xkj .
It is easy to see that the mapping ξ is indeed defined for all n∈N. To see that it is injective, it is enough to observe
that
• xk+1 lies outside of img(xk ; q˘∗) by construction;
• more generally, it is a fact that if m<k, then xk lies outside of img(xm ; q˘∗), for otherwise we should have
xk≤ img(xk−1 ; q˘∗), against the previous observation;
• xki =xkj ⇔ i=j , for 0≤ i, j ≤nk+1 by construction as well (third requirement above);
• if m<k and nk >0, then for 0<i≤nk it must be xki /= xm, otherwise it would be xk≤ img(xm ; q˘∗) with m<k,
against the aforementioned fact;
• and, finally, that if there were some m<k, with nm>0, nk >0, and some i, j , such that 0<i≤nm, 0<j ≤nk ,
and xkj = xmi , then by construction (second requirement above) it would follow that xkj≤ img(xm ; q˘∗), and since
xk≤ img(xkj ; q˘∗), it would turn out that xk≤ img(xm ; q˘∗) with m<k, against the aforementioned fact.
The injectivity of the mapping ξ completes the proof. 
We now have all ingredients to state and prove the desired characterization.
Theorem 26 (Recurrence and Attractors). In any basin b with the q-dynamics:
(i) a = img(r♦ ; q∗) if the q-dynamics is finitary and every flight is recurrent, otherwise a = 0 if the converse q˘
-dynamics is finitary and if there is a nonrecurrent antiflight-free flight, under the q-dynamics.
(ii) a♦ = r if every flight is eternally recurrent, otherwise a♦ = 0.
Proof. The basic fact is that, in the presence of flights that do not meet the conditions stated for the existence of
attractors, one may find nonremovable (infinite) subsets of the basin that consist of removable individual states, for
either modality. Typically, if y represents such a set, it so happens that any finite z≤ y is removable, while no infinite
z≤ y so is. Clearly, whenever such a situation occurs, the modally corresponding attractor does not exist.
Proof of (i). First, if a-attracts b, then b \-removable≤ a by Definition 10(i) and Proposition 12(iii) with
contraposition, hence img(r♦ ; q∗) ≤ a by Proposition 19(i).
Next, we show that, provided the q-dynamics is finitary, if r♦ /=0 and all flights are recurrent, then img(r♦ ; q∗)
-attracts b. According to Definition 7(i) and Proposition 9, we have got to show that
b≤
∑
r ≤q img(r♦ ; q∗)
r.
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To this purpose, it suffices to show that for every x≤ b the eventual inclusion x ≤q img(r♦ ; q∗) holds, i.e., ∃n∈N:
img(x ; q≥n) ≤ img(r♦ ; q∗).
By contradiction, let us assume the existence of x≤ b such that for no n∈N img(x ; q≥n) ≤ img(r♦ ; q∗). Since the
q-dynamics is finitary, by Lemma 22 a nonrecurrent x-flight exists in b, against the hypothesis that all flights in b are
recurrent.
Putting together what is proven so far, we get that, in finitary q-dynamics, a = img(r♦ ; q∗) if r♦ /=0 and every flight
in b is recurrent. For the case r♦ = 0, the condition that every flight in b be recurrent would only be met if there were
no flights in b, since there are no recurrent states. However, the assumption of eternal dynamics (made throughout this
paper) entails that all trajectories in the basin are nonrecurrent flights, whereby the second part of statement (i) applies.
The first part of statement (i) is thus proven, while its second part is Lemma 24.
Proof of (ii). By Proposition 17, the only ♦-nonremovable individual states are the eternally recurrent ones, viz.
those in r . So, whenever all sets consisting of ♦-removable individual states are ♦-removable themselves, then a♦ = r
holds. This is immediate for r /=0, while the case r = 0 deserves special treatment. In such a case, all individual states
in the basin are ♦-removable, but the basin itself cannot be so (since no attracting set may be empty), and the basin
must be infinite (by a corollary of Lemma 25), hence the attractor does not exist, or a♦ = 0, in this case—formally,
a♦ = r holds in this case, too. We shall thus prove two facts:
(1) y ≤♦-removable ⇒ y ♦b-removable from b if every flight is eternally recurrent.
(2) If there is a flight that is not eternally recurrent, then a♦ = 0.
We prove fact 1 by contraposition. Assume y ♦b-removable from b does not hold, while for every
x≤ y x ♦b-removable from b holds, that is y ≤♦-removable, we then show the existence of a flight that is
not eternally recurrent.
First, y ≤♦-removable by Proposition 17 entails y ≤ b\r (†).
Second, for all individual states z≤ b we have img(z ; q∗) · y /= 0 ⇒ z≤ b\r , by Proposition 16(ii), therefore
img(y ; q˘∗) ≤ b\r (‡).
Now, the first assumption just means that b\y is not an attracting set. We have two cases where this may
happen:
• y = b, thus r = 0. By Lemma 25 there exist flights in the basin; none of them is eternally recurrent, since there is
no eternally recurrent state in the basin.
• b\y /=0, actually r /=0 and r ≤ b\y, by (†) above. Since b\y is not an attracting set, by Definition 7(ii) there is an
x≤ b such that for all z≤ img(x ; q∗) one has img(z ; q∗) ·1′\(b\y) /=0, and since basin b is closed under transitions,
this is equivalent to img(z ; q∗) · y /= 0 for every z≤ img(x ; q∗). For such an x it must hold that img(x ; q∗) · r = 0,
by (‡) above. If we can show the existence of an x-flight, this surely would not be eternally recurrent, according to
Definition 20(ii), since x≤ b\img(r ; q˘∗), by the previously inferred equation. The existence of such a flight is a
consequence of the absence of eternally recurrent states in img(x ; q∗), according to Lemma 25, since img(x ; q∗)
is a basin.
Finally, here is a proof of fact 2 stated above. Suppose ξ is a flight such that for some k∈N img(ξk ; q∗) · r = 0.
Then img(ξn ; q∗) · r = 0 ∀ n≥k, so for the ξk-flight ξ ′ defined by ξ ′i = ξk+i we have img(ξ ′N ; q∗) · r = 0, thus by
Proposition 17 img(ξ ′N ; q∗) ≤♦-removable. We now have to show that there exists an infinite subset of img(ξ ′N ; q∗)
that is not ♦b-removable from b. This may well be img(ξ ′N ; q∗) itself. This set is infinite, since ξ ′ is a flight, and
furthermore img(ξ ′N ; q∗) ♦b-removable from b does not hold because img(ξ ′N ; q∗) is closed under transitions;
to see this, consider that b\img(ξ ′N ; q∗) cannot be an attracting set of b, since∀ x≤ img(ξ ′N ; q∗) ≤ b: y≤ img(x ; q∗) ⇒ img(y ; q∗) · (b\img(ξ ′N ; q∗)) = 0,
therefore y ≤q b\img(ξ ′N ; q∗) cannot hold, by Definition 7(ii) and Proposition 9. 
Remark 27. Finitarity assumptions are only needed for the characterization of the unavoidable attractor. The modal
difference between the two forms of attractor, and of recurrence alike, obviously disappears in deterministic dynamics,
yet it is not easy to translate the content of Theorem 26 in terms of classical dynamical systems, not even those of
symbolic dynamics [11]. These are deterministic systems but rely on a metric structure of the state space, enabling
seriously different concepts of attraction and recurrence, that are based on approximate transition through states, i.e.
transition at arbitrarily small distance from the given state. While no easy translation of our theorem can be given in
so different a setting, a certain analogy with Poincaré Recurrence Theorem surfaces, with boundedness and invariance
replaced by finitarity and flight recurrence hypotheses.
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5. Product dynamics and projections
In several modeling situations the state space has a Cartesian product structure, where coordinate values are the
components of the state. The product operation is also defined on dynamics themselves, in a straightforward manner.
Definition 28 (Product dynamics). If 〈S, q〉, 〈S′, q ′〉 are state transition dynamics, their product is the state transition
dynamics 〈S×S′, q×q ′〉 on the Cartesian product state space, where the transition relation is defined by
〈y, y′〉≤ img(〈x, x′〉 ; q×q ′) iff y≤ img(x ; q) and y′≤ img(x′ ; q ′).
From a product dynamics one may retrieve its factor dynamics by standard projection operations, which are defined
in the obvious way. However, projection dynamics may also be defined when just the state space is known to have a
Cartesian product structure. We spell this out for the binary case only; the generalization to projection on subspaces of
products of finite arity is straightforward, but in practice the binary product suffices in most cases, by turning an n-ary
product into the binary product of two products of lower arities, say n1, n2, with n1+n2=n.
Definition 29 (Projection dynamics, binary case). If 〈S1×S2, q〉 is a state transition dynamics on a binary product
state space, two projection dynamics on the subspaces of the state space, 〈S1, q1〉 and 〈S2, q2〉, are respectively defined
as follows:
y≤ img(x ; q1) iff ∃ z, z′: 〈y, z′〉≤ img(〈x, z〉 ; q)
y≤ img(x ; q2) iff ∃ z, z′: 〈z′, y〉≤ img(〈z, x〉 ; q)
Clearly, the projections of a product dynamics are deterministic iff so is the product dynamics. It turns out that
product dynamics are the only ones where projection preserves determinism, according to the following fact.
Proposition 30. The projections of a deterministic dynamics on a binary product space are both deterministic iff the
latter is their product dynamics.
Proof. Because of the previous statement, we only need to show the only if part, viz. that if 〈S1×S2, q〉 is deterministic
and has deterministic projections 〈S1, q1〉 and 〈S2, q2〉, then q = q1×q2. To see this, assume x′≤ img(x ; q1) and
y′≤ img(y ; q2). Then 〈x′, y′〉≤ img(〈x, y〉 ; q1×q2) by Definition 28. Furthermore, if 〈x′′, y′′〉≤ img(〈x, y〉 ; q), then
x′′≤ img(x ; q1) by Definition 29, hence x′′ = x′ because q1 is deterministic by hypothesis; similarly one infers that
y′′ = y′, whence q = q1×q2. 
Nondeterminism in the projection dynamics of a deterministic dynamics thus surfaces because of interference
between dynamics in the subspaces; Proposition 30 tells that product dynamics are the only interference-free ones.
A case of some interest, from a modeling perspective, may be that of a deterministic dynamics where only one
of its two projections is deterministic as well. This may prove useful to model systems where state is endowed with
a control component Sc, say S = Sc × Sd , and a self-contained, deterministic control dynamics can be isolated in the
overall system dynamics, viz. 〈Sc, qc〉 is deterministic, unlike 〈Sd, qd〉. The nondeterminism of the latter, actually, is
just lack of information about the underlying control dynamics.
Most control systems, however, feature mutual dependence between dynamics of the controlling process and those
of the controlled one. The very concept of feedback does indeed rely on input from the controlled process to the
controlling one, whose behaviour so depends on the former’s. Further analysis of mutual interference of this kind is
carried out in the next section.
In the rest of this section we try to gain some more insight about the effect of interference on recurrence in projection
dynamics. A required step to this purpose is the provision of a suitable definition of basin projection. It only takes a
little effort to see that, in order to preserve closure under transitions, one must restrict the transition relation to the
basin—because of interference, as the following case shows.
Example 31. Let 〈S1×S2, q〉 be a state transition dynamics on a binary product state space, with S1 = {x, x′},
S2 = {y, y′}, and q having the fixed point 〈x, y〉 and the three-state periodic orbit defined by
〈x′, y〉 = img(〈x, y′〉 ; q),
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〈x′, y′〉 = img(〈x′, y〉 ; q),
〈x, y′〉 = img(〈x′, y′〉 ; q).
Let b consist of the fixed point state only. While b is closed under q, neither is b1 closed under q1, nor is b2 closed
under q2.
We are thus led to the following, more viable definition of the target concept.
Definition 32 (Basin projections). If b is a basin in the state transition dynamics 〈S1×S2, q〉, its two projections
respectively are the state transition dynamics 〈b1, (b ; q)1〉, 〈b2, (b ; q)2〉, where x≤ b1 iff ∃ y: 〈x, y〉≤ b, and y≤ b2 iff
∃ x: 〈x, y〉≤ b.
Henceforth, when referring to basin projections, we shall not indicate their dynamics explicitly, viz. we refer to
them as b1 and b2, but the restricted dynamics as per Definition 32 are understood. The following outcome is hardly
surprising.
Proposition 33. Basin projection bi is closed under (b ; q)i-transitions, for i = 1, 2.
Proof. For the case i = 1, assume x≤ img(b1 ; (b ; q)1), then:
∃ y≤ b1: x≤ img(y ; (b ; q)1), since b1 is a monotype,
⇒ ∃ y≤ b1 ∃ z, z′: 〈x, z′〉≤ img(〈y, z〉 ; (b ; q)), by Definition 29,
⇒ ∃〈y, z〉≤ b ∃ z′: 〈x, z′〉≤ img(〈y, z〉 ; q), by associativity of relational composition, since b is a monotype and 〈y, z〉
is an atomic monotype,
⇒ ∃ z′: 〈x, z′〉≤ img(b ; q), since 〈y, z〉≤ b,
⇒ ∃ z′: 〈x, z′〉≤ b, since b is closed under q-transitions,
⇒ x≤ b1, by Definition 32.
The case i = 2 has a similar proof. 
With a useful concept of basin projection at hand, one may ask whether recurrence is preserved by projection. This
is the case indeed, but only for the weak form of recurrence.
Proposition 34. Let 〈x1, x2〉 be an individual state in basin b of a q-dynamics on a binary product state space. If
〈x1, x2〉♦-rec b, then xi ♦-rec bi for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Easily follows from Definitions 14(i) and 32. 
Remark 35. The converse implication does not hold, hence r♦ with respect to bi is not necessarily the i-projection of
r♦ with respect to b, but it always includes it, by Proposition 34.
The following case shows that eternal recurrence is not preserved under projection. It shows that interference may
both introduce states, in the eternal recurrence set of the basin projection, that are not projections of eternally recurrent
states, and prevent projections of such states to be eternally recurrent in the basin projection.
Example 36. Let basin b consist of two fixed points 〈x1, x2〉, 〈y1, x2〉, and of three transient states leading to the
second fixed point, by the following transitions:
〈y1, x2〉≤ img(〈x1, y2〉 ; q),
〈y1, x2〉≤ img(〈z1, z2〉 ; q),
〈z1, z2〉≤ img(〈y1, y2〉 ; q).
Then the 1-projection of r with respect to b is {x1, y1}, whereas r with respect to b1 is {y1, z1}.
6. Products and projections in metabolic P systems
Metabolism is the basis of the biomolecular processes of life. In essence, a metabolic system consists of a reactor,
containing a population of molecules of given types, that exchanges matter and/or energy with its environment.
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Reactions take place in the reactor, that transform molecules into molecules of other type, according to given stoi-
chiometric patterns, and obeying to general principles of chemistry. A state of such a metabolic system is essentially
described by the amounts of molecules of each type which are inside the reactor, say (xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n), where n is the
number of molecule types.
Dynamics of metabolic systems are classically modeled by systems of autonomous Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODE), where the derivative of each xi with respect to time is a function fi of the state—these systems are called
autonomous precisely because the time variable does not occur explicitly as an argument of functions fi . One of the
main problems with ODE models is the exact determination of the differential equations which govern the metabolic
process under investigation. Because of the infinitesimal nature of quantities involved, knowledge of the microscopic
molecular kinetics is required, and numerical data to this effect may prove difficult or even impossible to get when the
system is very complex and reactions are not fully understood.
P systems, introduced in [18], take a discrete perspective in dynamical systems; they are a computation model,
inspired by biology [19], essentially based on multiset rewriting and membranes. Metabolic P systems, or briefly MP
systems [8,12], are a special brand of P systems, where the regulatory aspects of metabolic processes are given a
distinguished place.
More precisely, MP systems are deterministic P systems where state transitions are governed by a mass partition
principle (rather than Waage and Guldberg’s law of mass action), such that the available matter of each substance
type is partitioned over all reactions which need it. The principle is actuated in a specific metabolic process by a mass
partition strategy, expressed by regulation maps. Formally, an MP system is a structure
M = (X, V,R,U, S, ν, μ, τ, σ0,)
where
• X is a finite set of (substance or molecule) types;
• V is a finite set of variables, taking values in R;
• R is a finite set of reactions, viz. pairs of strings over X (represented in the usual form l→r);
• U ⊆ V is a finite set of reaction units, consisting of exactly one variable for each r ∈ R;
• S is the set of states, that is, the real-valued functions σ : X∪V→R on types and variables;
• ν is the number of molecules of a conventional mole of M;
• μ is a function on X, assigning a mass (with respect to some measure unit) to a mole of each molecule type;
• τ is the temporal interval between two consecutive states;
• σ0 ∈ S is the initial state;
•  is a set of regulation maps.
Let n be the cardinality of X, let m be that of R and U . For each of the molecule types in X, one may calculate
the difference between amount produced and amount consumed in a single-step application of R, in terms of reaction
units, as a linear combination of the rules’ reaction units, where the integer coefficient for type x and rule r in the
combination is given by the difference between number of occurrences of x in the right hand side of r and the number
of its occurrences in the left hand side of r . This is concisely expressed by the n × m stoichiometric matrixAR of R,
which enables a compact formulation of the metabolic algorithm, that is the following set of autonomous first-order
difference equations which rule the state transitions of the system. If X[i], U [i], V [i] respectively denote the image of
sets X,U, V (expressed as column vectors, for a chosen arbitrary ordering of these sets) under the state function σ [i]
at step i in the evolution of the system, starting from state σ [0] = σ0, then the metabolic algorithm takes the following
form:
X[i + 1] − X[i] =AR · U [i],
V [i + 1] = (X[i], V [i]).
As the sets X and V are disjoint, a clear separation is apparent in the state space structure, which is composed
of the product S = SX × SV of two subspaces: the chemical state space SX = X→R and the regulation state space
SV = V→R. The shape of the metabolic algorithm clearly shows the interference between the projection dynamics
into these two subspaces. Interference is also present in the case of unitary MP systems, the subclass of MP systems
characterized by the identity U = V and by the following, simpler form of the metabolic algorithm:
X[i + 1] − X[i] =AR · U [i],
U [i + 1] = (X[i]).
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The projection dynamics into the chemical state subspace, or chemical dynamics, is of special interest to the modeling
of metabolic processes, in that most often this is the behaviour one can observe, for a finite sequence of steps and given
initial conditions. If, as it is usually the case, the stoichiometry of the process is known, then the modeling problem
consists in finding regulation mechanisms that account for the observed process behaviour. Solutions to this problem
are hardly unique; however, results in [8,12] enable one to restrict the search to subclasses of simpler MP systems,
such as the aforementioned unitary ones. The key concept here is that of dynamical equivalence of MP systems, which
essentially means identity of their chemical dynamics, for a given initial state. A result in [12] states that every MP
system has an equivalent unitary one.
One may wonder what happens to determinism of an MP system when moving to its chemical projection. By
Proposition 30 and the general form of the metabolic algorithm, nondeterministic chemical behaviour is easily predicted,
also in the unitary case, even in the special case of fixed regulation (constant ), because of the dependency of the
chemical state on the regulation state. An interesting case of nondeterminism, which deserves further study, is that
which arises from changing just the initial regulation state—the analogous counterpart in the ODE setting would be
that of changing only part of the initial conditions in the relative Cauchy problem.
7. Applications and future perspectives
An application area of the relational formulation of state transition dynamics could be the formal description of
biomolecular processes in the cell, as they are the result of many individual reactions, each of these being formed by
subprocesses whose extension is limited in space and in time. These subprocesses only get information on what is
happening in the whole organism from their respective neighborhoods. Nonetheless, they often exhibit a surprising
overall co-ordination, and in this sense biomolecular processes are by all means asynchronous. We expect that the
description of the local reactions in terms of binary transition relations would take place at a convenient abstraction
level, to represent the independent subprocesses and their interaction dynamics. Even the assumption to work on a
state space with no metric structure seems suitable for such an application area. Indeed, the only relevant information
for the dynamics of a biomolecular system usually is that specific molecules interact eventually, given that they stay
‘close enough’, no matter when and how exactly. Hence the concept of distance is not necessary, at least at a certain
level of abstraction; sometimes it may even clutter one’s ability to observe the global properties of the system [9].
We aim at continuing the analysis undertaken in the present paper on a few dynamical concepts of actual biological
interest, first of all the periodicity and oscillatory patterns of dynamics. In particular, as a first step we intend to
qualitatively classify different and biologically relevant types of periodicity. The discovery that a chemical process can
produce oscillatory patterns was a breakthrough in the sixties, on which Prigogine rooted his studies about dynamical
systems and physical phenomena [20]. The first attempts to classify some kinds of periodicity were focused on the
patterns of infinite formal strings [16,17]. Still in the context of formal language theory, a symbolic method for the
representation of oscillations was recently introduced, where oscillation shapes and modules are described in terms of
parametric strings and operations on them [4]. The applicability of this approach was suggested by the representation
of relevant biological cases of oscillations, such as the cardiac rhythm and atrial fibrillation (i.e., an abnormal cardiac
rhythm that involves the two upper chambers, called atria, of the heart).
A very simple periodic phenomenon is given by a function which, starting from a point x0, satisfies the equality
f (x + T ) = f (x) for a constant T and any value x in the function domain. Between this simple concept of periodicity
and the general one of recurrence there is a spectrum of oscillatory patterns which is waiting for a formalization and
applications in different contexts of complex dynamical systems, such as the metabolic ones.
A fundamental aim of dynamical analysis is the definition of parameters for the classification of behaviours that
are relevant to specific finalities. As an instance, the value of T , the maximum and the minimum values of f in
the interval (x, x + T ), the lengths of its subintervals where f takes a constant value. In a complex periodicity the
above parameters can increase, decrease, or be periodic themselves (one may distinguish oscillations with oscillating
plateau phases, with increasing and decreasing beats, with internal epicycles of different magnitude). The variation
of these parameters may have different periods, even while being internal to the interval (x, x + T ). The absolute
maximum of a function f deduced from a biological system may oscillate, even in a complex pattern, while observed
along contiguous intervals of length T . The composition of these oscillation modules most likely produces the whole
behaviour of complex oscillatory dynamics as a product of parameters related to the phenomenon rather than to the
arguments of the function.
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MP systems proposed in Section 6 often produce complex oscillatory patterns, which are crucial in metabolic
systems. It would be interesting to relate the type of MP system with the types of periodicity that it can generate.
Finally, we aim at continuing the relational formulation of other dynamical concepts of actual biological interest,
such as “creods”, “centers”, “focuses”, “saddles”, and of “weak” forms of chaos, which could be defined by combining
some of the features defined here. We think that the work outlined above could suggest definitions of other forms
of attractors, more directly connected to the relational formulation of state transition dynamics, insofar as suitable
concepts of stability, control, and randomness could be analyzed by associating information sources to relational
dynamical systems. In this perspective, informational and entropic concepts could point out interesting characterizations
of fundamental dynamical concepts for complex biological dynamics.
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